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Summary

CANADA’S INDUSTRIAL DECARBONIZATION PRESENTS opportunities for disrup-
tive world leading economic transformation, with unprecedented green-

house gas (GHG) emissions reductions. By far the main source of energy use
and GHGs in Canada is the activity of heavy industry, and relates to heat produc-
tion, for large scale liquid-fuel feedstock manufacturing. This chiefly occurs in
Alberta’s oil sands. The main energy usage, and GHG emissions source, is burn-
ing natural gas to provide heat and chemicals for the main stages of oil sands
processing, which consist of separating bitumen from sand and manufacturing
hydrogen.

Though uninformed and naïve “thought leadership” articles from certain
well-heeled global consultancies claim otherwise, electrifying these large indus-
trial operations is not practical, much less in cases where variable renewable
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energy would produce the electricity. Rather, replacing gas with a non-emitting
heat source opens new energy and chemicals markets for oil sands operators,
whether they are currently in the power generation business or not. Many are;
in fact, oil sands–colocated power plants contribute most of Alberta’s baseload
electrical supply—and, because they are all natural gas–fired, are a major source
of GHGs.

These facilities’ role in general electrification will involve their owners’ busi-
ness shifting more to power generation and possibly LNG, either or both of
which, depending on future conditions, may acquire greater importance as Al-
berta export products.1

Alberta, Alberta Alberta represents a special case for industrial electrification,
in two ways. First, electrification would be “indirect.” It would not involve re-
placing current gas-fired processes with electrified ones. Rather, it would as
mentioned involve switching to a non-emitting primary energy source for pro-
cess heat and electric power. This would require oil sands companies changing
business focus—from producers of liquid energy, with grid electricity being es-
sentially a side business, to producers of grid electricity as the main business.
Liquefied natural gas, non-hydrocarbon polymers and associated products, and
industrial gases could become revenue generating products.

Second, Alberta is Canada’s largest emitting province by far, and its hydro-
carbons sector Canada’s largest emitting industry, also by far. For these reasons,
this report will consider Alberta’s oil sands as a separate category from indus-
trial electrification in Alberta and the other Canadian provinces.

With that point made, this position paper will deal with main electrification
opportunities in the following sub-sectors:

1. Oil sands processing: heat and hydrogen. Primarily Alberta.

2. Non–oil sands industrial hot water. All provinces and territories.

3. Conventional agriculture. All provinces and territories.

4. Controlled environment agriculture. All provinces and territories.

5. Data centres. All provinces and territories.

Non emitting vs low emitting heat for Alberta: the reality The bulk of in-
dustrial GHGs in Canada are related to Item 1 in the list above, oil sands extrac-
tion and processing. In that case, emissions reduction prospects involve either
finding another source of heat to separate oil from sand and hydrogen from
methane (or water), or continuing with using natural gas as the heat source

1 The TransWest Express high-voltage transmission line, recently approved by the US Bureau of
Land Management, purportedly to transmit Montana wind power to California, may offer an
opportunity to move Alberta electric power to west coast US markets. See https://grist.org/
energy/massive-transmission-line-will-send-wind-power-from-wyoming-to-california/
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but doing so more efficiently.2 The first alternative offers disruptive quantum-
leap emissions reductions. The second represents a more politically feasible
approach, but with a much smaller role for electrification, and far less dramatic
emissions reductions.

The first alternative—finding a new source of heat—is the only one that
can deliver emissions reductions on the scale required to meet provincial and
federal reductions targets within an acceptable time frame.

The only commercially available technology capable of providing adequate
reliable emissions-free heat is nuclear fission. In Alberta, where the bulk of
oil sands activity occurs, much oil sands processing is co-located with power
generation; heat and power are “co-generated.” Electrifying oil sands heat in
these cases would necessarily involve replacing current generation with some
non-emitting type.

Renewable energy of the type commonly put forth as a replacement for
fossil-generated electricity could only perform the industrial heating task if the
latter were done with electric resistance, or some combination of electric resis-
tance and heat pump. But the output characteristics of wind and solar power in
Alberta immediately rule them out as serious industrial power and heat sources.

The discussion of the Muskeg River cogeneration facility northwest of Fort
McMurray (see p. 5 of this position paper) illustrates this. The process heat side
of Muskeg River is a 24/7 operation, running with a very high capacity factor;
i.e., the thermal power requirement is constant. Wind in Alberta produces at
a 30–35 percent capacity factor with high output standard deviation; solar no
better than about 13 percent.

To decarbonize oil sands “upstream” operations, there is no alternative to
fission.

Industrial heat in the rest of Canada Non–oil sands emissions reductions
opportunities in industry also relate to heat. Of these, CNWC is happy to see the
major opportunities already being pursued—in Ontario steelmaking operations,
which today represent the single-largest source of provincial GHGs. The rest can
and should be attacked with electric resistance and heat pumps.

Characterization of disparate industrial loads presents an interesting chal-
lenge. Fig 1 (p. 4) gives a breakdown of large Ontario users, as defined by
the provincial electricity system operator. As you can see, there is distinct daily
seasonality in most categories. Were many of these to switch from the main
non-electricity energy source (natural gas) to electricity, how would their load
curves change?

Most of the industries represented in Fig 1 are also represented in Envi-
ronment Canada’s Large Emitters database. It is likely that their process heat
demand is similar to that of the oil sands: constant through the working day. If
this is correct, then the load curves in Fig 1 would show a similar shape, only
their respective y-scale minima would increase by the amount of new demand.

2 Carbon capture and sequestration, or CCS, is often touted as a way for oil sands operators to
continue current business practices carbon free. It is a red herring. See the discussion on p. 8
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Figure 1: With comprehensive electrification, which of the industrial sub-
categories would be most affected? How would they be affected?

Government support a mixed bag The CNWC applauds the federal and On-
tario government support for the ArcelorMittal Dofasco electric arc furnace in
Hamilton. This is the only way to decarbonize steelmaking. However, by the
time that facility is electrified the CIPK of Ontario grid electricity will be sig-
nificantly higher than it is today.3 The government support was not contingent
on grid CIPK; a low CIPK was simply assumed. From the federal government’s
perspective, fully decarbonizing the facility, hence the success of the project and
value for money, depends on the emission intensity of the grid.

3 While the Ontario provincial government has asked Ontario Power Generation, the owner and
operator of the Pickering nuclear station, to revisit its earlier decision to decommission Pickering
by 2025, there is no guarantee that OPG’s review of that decision will result in a refurbishment
of the plant. If it does not, Ontario will see an increase of up to 10 million tons of CO2 annually
as Pickering’s output is replaced with gas-fired output. That would increase Ontario’s CIPK of
grid electricity from an average of 35 grams to roughly 107 grams.
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Oil sands processing: heat and hydrogen

Finding a non emitting source of process heat

THE HIGHEST-EMITTING “COGENERATION”-CATEGORIZED power generation fa-
cility in Alberta is the Muskeg River Cogeneration Station near Fort McMur-

ray. Electrically it is rated at 202 MW. According to the Environment Canada
Large Emitters database,4 it emitted 1.38 million tons of CO2 in 2019. (Only
the Alberta coal and converted gas-fired steam power generating plants emitted
more.) For a standalone power generating plant, these numbers would imply
a facility of 262 MW, with a CIPK of 600 grams, running all through the 8,760
hours of the year.

Figure 2: oil sands are Canada’s biggest consumers of industrial hot water

4 Environment Canada emitting facilities database, website https://data.ec.gc.ca/data/
substances/monitor/greenhouse-gas-reporting-program-ghgrp-facility-greenhouse-gas-ghg-
data/
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However, Muskeg River is, as mentioned, a cogen plant. In 2019, the power
generation side of Muskeg River generated at an average of 173 MW,5 85 per-
cent of capacity. This would imply a facility with a total capacity of roughly 900
MW thermal, of which roughly two-thirds are for power generation and the rest
process heat.6

Decarbonizing a Muskeg River–size facility on the basis of renewable energy
with gas backup is simply not viable. The RE side would have to use electrical
resistance, and the gas side would have to be sized so that gas could supply
the entire combined heat and power demand when wind and solar are not
available—i.e., the gas side would remain at its current size.

Given the Alberta wind power output profile—low annual capacity factor,
high standard deviation of minutely output, and strong correlation of output
among the 26 provincial wind farms—the gas “backup” would in reality be the
main power source, with much throttling to accommodate wind/solar rises and
falls. It is doubtful that the significantly increased costs of such an arrangement
would compensate for the marginally lower GHGs.7

The only viable source of emissions-free heat is nuclear fission.

Bulk hydrogen For any hydrogen-based energy approach to be both viable
and a solution to CO2/NOx/SOx emissions, hydrogen must be water derived,
using a non-emitting energy source. Only nuclear fission can do this at scale in
an electrical system such as Alberta where large hydro is already fully exploited.
Abundant and cheap pure uncontaminated hydrogen, i.e., hydrogen from water
splitting, makes fuel cells viable. Fuel cell cars would have none of the range
and charge-time problems associated with battery-electrics.

However, at this time (Spring 2023) while it is still debated which electric
powertrain technology—fuel cell or battery—will eventually predominate in the
market, BEV overwhelmingly predominates today. It is safe to say that “hydro-
gen economy” predictions—which are essentially identical today to the ones
that emerged in the 1970s—will not come true unless and until there is a ma-
jor wave of new nuclear construction for the purpose of producing hydrogen in

5 source: emissionTrak™Alberta power stats database.

6 At 600 grams CIPK, the power generation side of Muskeg River would have in 2019 produced
909,000 tons of CO2 (173 MW × 8, 760 hrs per year = 1.515 billion kWh. That result ×
600 g/kWh = 909, 288 tons). As mentioned, Environment Canada reports 1.38 mil-
lion tons CO2 from that facility in that year, so we assume the difference, 470,712
tons, came from the process heat side of Muskeg River. One cubic meter of natu-
ral gas transforms into 1,878 grams CO2 when burned, so the 470,712 tons represent
470, 712, 000, 000 grams ÷ 1, 878 g/m3 natural gas = 250, 645, 000 m3 natural gas ×
10 kWh/m3 = 2.506 billion kWh thermal energy ÷ 8, 760 hrs = 286 MW capacity .
Assume the power conversion efficiency of the powergen to be 33 percent, and
202 MW electrical capacity = 613 MW thermal .

7 Suncor in October 2022 sold off its Ontario and Alberta wind farms. Clearly the Alberta ones
did not play any role in reducing the Company’s oil sands GHGs. They were not co-located
with Suncor’s mining and upgrading operations (instead, they were connected to the grid), and
would not have saved the Company any money from putative fuel savings in those operations.
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quantities orders of magnitude larger than today. While this would be a happy
development from CNWC’s point of view, it is unrealistic to suppose at this time
that a fleet of new nuclear plants would be built solely to produce hydrogen,
with a roughly 30 percent conversion efficiency. It is much more likely that any
new nuclear construction would be for the sole purpose of power generation,
and that is the assumption in this Policy Position Paper.

The only true hydrogen economy that exists today is in the Alberta upgrad-
ing business, and that has been discussed above. Were Alberta to decarbonize
oil sands upgrading with nuclear-generated hydrogen, the province would have
a fleet of nuclear assets ready for redeployment into (likely) electricity gener-
ation, and possibly ultra high purity gas manufacturing, if and when the oil
sands are wound down due to climate concerns. At that point, it would be
clearer what role fuel cell–based electrification would be able to play.

In Alberta, looking much more near term, the acronym “SMR” could use a
reframing—from Steam Methane Reformation (hydrogen-from-methane, which
is how all hydrogen in Alberta is made today) to its proper meaning: Small Mod-
ular Reactor. This, plus replacing gas-fired heat with nuclear heat for separating
bitumen from sand, is a direct near-term solution to the bulk of provincial CO2.

Water-derived hydrogen (and oxygen) are feedstocks for ultra-pure indus-
trial gases, another growth market. Alberta is a centre of world class chemical
engineering expertise, and does not lack the human capital required for such
an enterprise. There could be economy-transforming potential in such an ap-
proach.

The customers here would be oil sands operators, both the pre-liquefaction
processors and of course hydrogen production and heat for upgrading. That
would represent the owners/operators of half the current Alberta power gener-
ation fleet (the “cogeneration” category), plus upgraders. Often these are the
same company. The first step would be developing a solution to the heat side
of the equation—sizing an SMR so that it could be a one-for-one swap with the
current gas-fired cogen facility.

The global LNG market: revolt or revolution? Decarbonizing oil sands pro-
cessing would free up vast amounts of natural gas. Is there a market for it?
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in 2022 spurred rapid construction of
LNG terminals in Germany and elsewhere in Europe. American LNG exports to
Europe during 2022 doubled over those in 2021. Roughly 20 LNG regasifica-
tion terminals are planned to be built from scratch or expanded from existing
capacity.8

Whether the dramatic LNG surge in Europe is temporary or permanent is
a question occupying energy planners and forecasters the world over. A major
factor determining the trajectory of consumption on the continent is nuclear
power in Germany. If Germany’s nuclear phaseout remains that country’s na-
tional policy then long-term prospects for LNG look good.

8 See https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/infographics/lng-infrastructure-in-the-eu/.
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If a global LNG market expands and becomes resilient, then perhaps there is
an opportunity for Alberta gas producers. In that case, freeing up gas by nucle-
arizing oil sands heat and chemicals could contribute significantly to Alberta’s
exports and export revenue.

Pathway to inaction: the false promise of CCS Much advertising and pub-
licity has been dedicated to the latest incarnation of the effort to convince Cana-
dians that carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is a viable way to mitigate
Alberta’s GHGs. This effort is led by the Pathways Alliance, an Alberta industry
group representing the large oil sands operators. Unfortunately, just as none of
the innumerable government R&D grants and programs spanning the previous
four decades have resulted in anything beyond small scale projects demonstrat-
ing that it is possible to capture and store CO2, this current effort will not result
in anything significant either.

The question is not whether it is possible to capture and store small amounts
of CO2; that was proven before the Second World War. The question is whether
it is possible to capture and store literally tens of millions of tons of it, year after
year, while remaining financially viable.

The answer to that question is no. CCS is simply not viable at scale. The
Pathways Alliance has said as much in recent statements in which they make
clear their current CCS plan cannot proceed without significant government
assistance.

Recommendations

Non-emitting process heat CNWC recommends that the Canadian federal
and Alberta provincial governments seriously explore the viability of large long-
term bulk electricity exports to the U.S. and British Columbia, as well as major
LNG investments via a partnership with BC. Concurrently, these governments
should seek to encourage investment in nuclear cogeneration—process heat and
electric power for the grid—in the oil sands. There exists an enormous prece-
dent for an Alberta-based hydrocarbons company making a major investment
in nuclear power. That company is TC Energy (formerly TransCanada), with its
ground-breaking investment in Bruce Power, the Ontario nuclear power plant
operator.

Direct investment, by oil sands majors, in nuclear power in Alberta, would
build on that precedent.

CCS CNWC recommends governments and industry end their efforts to sup-
port CCS. These raise false hopes, mislead the public, and waste valuable time.
The only way to reduce CO2 on the scale required to mitigate climate change is
to not produce it in the first place. Governments and industry should focus on
viable, proven ways to decarbonize industrial operations.

CNWC realizes the Pathways Alliance members create enormous economic
value for Canada. They employ tens of thousands of workers, who contribute

Updated May 16, 2023 8
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significant tax revenue to Canada and Alberta. We acknowledge that electri-
fication poses serious dilemmas for the Alliance members, as well as for their
employees, and the federal and provincial governments.

The way for Alliance members to reduce emissions while continuing to em-
ploy their high skilled workforce is to decarbonize operations with viable, proven
non-emitting heat sources, i.e. with nuclear fission reactors. By proceeding
this way they will become producers primarily of electrical energy. Electrifi-
cation opens new opportunities for growth industries, such as data processing
operations (see “Data centres,” beginning on p. 16), for which Alberta’s—and
neighbouring Canadian provinces’ and U.S. states’—climates are ideally suited.

Updated May 16, 2023 9
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Industrial hot water

THIS SECTION COVERS NON–POWER GENERATION, non–oil sands industrial hot
water.9 Applications include food processing and food processing sanita-

tion, drywall/gypsum manufacturing, truckwash/carwash facilities, and bottle
washing.

Some industrial hot water in Canada is already electrified; those facilities
that are not use fossil fired today due to cost. Fig 3 shows Ontario gas us-
age; note the size of the Industrial category. To the extent that there is some
overlap with commercial DHW, it represents a significant portion of Canada’s
annual GHGs. While applications vary, the logic of electrification (which, we
must remember, is for the purpose of decarbonization) requires that replace-
ment energy be both non emitting and cheap. This narrows the technological
alternatives down to bulk electricity generation technology capable of meeting
these criteria. Again, only large hydro and nuclear have proven themselves.
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Figure 3: What proportion of Ontario industrial natural gas usage is for
hot water?

9 “Industrial water use” Statistics Canada. https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/catalogue/16-
401-X
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Recommendations

The CNWC recommends federal and provincial governments support the con-
version of fossil fired industrial hot water facilities to heat pump and/or electric
resistance.

Updated May 16, 2023 11
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Non–oil sands industrial heat

STEELMAKER ARCELORMITTAL DOFASCO’S plant in Hamilton will over the com-
ing years be the scene for one of Canada’s largest electrification projects.

The plant today is based on blast-basic oxygen furnace (BOF) technology, which
uses metallurgical coal as a carbon source. The plan is to replace BOF with a
combination of direct iron reduction and electric arc furnace (DRI/EAF) tech-
nology. ArcelorMittal Dofasco (AMD) Hamilton currently emits about 5 million
tons of CO2 per year, and is currently Ontario’s single largest source of emis-
sions. (Five million tons is about the same amount that Ontario’s entire power
generation sector currently emits every year.)

When the conversion to DRI/EAF is complete, emissions at AMD Hamilton
will have been reduced by roughly 60 percent, or 3 million tons. Ontario’s
two next biggest emissions sources after AMD Hamilton are also steelmakers:
Stelco’s Lake Erie facility in Haldimand (3.3 million tons annually), and Al-
goma Steel in Sault Ste. Marie (2.6 million). Of the top 20 large emitters in
the province, not counting the steelmakers, 2 are landfills. The rest are either
cement and lime plants or petrochemical (refineries and industrial gas manu-
facturing), to which process GHG emissions are inherent.

This means the opportunities for industrial decarbonization by electrification
are quite limited. The biggest opportunity by far for Ontario is to simply copy
AMD Hamilton, and implement DRI/EAF technology at the Stelco and Algoma
steel plants.

Across Canada, decarbonization opportunities are similarly limited, and “eas-
ier” in terms of a single technological fix. The bulk of non–oil sands emissions
from industry are in metals and petrochemicals processing. The latter face the
same long-term dilemma as oil sands: they are related to the manufacturing of
liquid transportation fuels and ancillary products, and Canada has pledged to
transition major sectors of motor road transport away from hydrocarbon-based
internal combustion engines to to battery-electric technology.

As mentioned, AMD says the Hamilton conversion will reduce annual emis-
sions by 3 million tons. We fear that estimate is based on the current CO2

Intensity Per Kilowatt-hour (CIPK) of Ontario electricity, which during high de-
mand (i.e., high gas) hours on summer days already exceeds 100 grams. When
Pickering goes out of service, Ontario’s electric grid CIPK could easily be double
that, with spikes approaching 300 grams on very hot days.

A significant industrial emissions category, though much lesser in magni-
tude than metals and petrochemicals, is agriculture, both conventional and
controlled-environment. That is dealt with in a separate section, below.

Recommendations

Grid CIPK The CIPK of a provincial grid is the responsibility of the province,
but any federal government support or regulation for electrification should have
a CIPK “floor” in mind.

Updated May 16, 2023 12
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Agriculture

Conventional agriculture

FARMING IN CANADA IS HEAVILY DIESEL POWERED. Diesel and gasoline com-
prise by far the most energy use in grain, pulse, and oilseed operations; see

Fig 4 for the situation with pulses. Electrifying heavy mobile equipment such
as combines from the grid requires wire management. GridCON, a John Deere
project featuring an innovative spool that enables full field coverage from a sin-
gle connection, could be an early glimpse into full-electric large scale farming.10

While grid connection would be the most viable way to electrify these op-
erations in the case of heavy equipment like combines, battery electrification
may be more suitable for the numerous smaller scale energy-use applications
on farms. The GridCON (or equivalent) connection would of course enable
charging in these cases.
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Figure 4: Emissions per hectare, Canadian dried pea production

It should go without saying that the success of electrification in reducing
GHGs depends on the CIPK of the grid that provides the electricity. As you can
see in Fig. 4, replacing diesel powered farm equipment with electric in Alberta

10 John Deere has also partnered with the eastern-US utility National Grid to test an electric back-
hoe.
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and Saskatchewan would actually be counterproductive. That is because Al-
berta’s average grid CIPK is currently over 500 grams and that of Saskatchewan
even worse, at between 600 and 800 grams. Electrifying dried pea production
in Manitoba or British Columbia, on the other hand, would virtually decar-
bonize that activity in those provinces: their grid CIPKs are 2 and 12 grams,
respectively.

Should lifecycle carbon content become an issue in pulse and pulse product
marketing, the data illustrated in Fig. 4 would be favourable to pulse producers
in Manitoba and BC, and not at all favourable to those in Alberta. Current
policies in Alberta implicitly intended to lower the CIPK of the Alberta grid have
achieved only very marginal reductions. If these follow the current trajectory,
they will do little to address the disparity shown in the right-hand plot in Fig. 4.

In addressing the challenge of dramatically reducing grid CIPK in Canada’s
“fossil electricity provinces”—Alberta, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick—there is no alternative to nuclear.

Controlled Environment Agriculture

Skyrocketing diesel and gasoline prices have driven up the cost of produce,
creating an opportunity for local growers in Canada to compete with imported
produce in winter by using Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA). A steady
supply of reliable energy makes it possible for CEA facilities to have 15 growing
seasons per year, thereby approaching volume parity with traditional agriculture
by trading land area for season frequency.

CEA is the agricultural analog of nuclear power: its land footprint is tiny,
its transportation supply chain is minimal, as is its waste footprint. Energizing
CEA facilities with predominantly nuclear-generated electricity would represent
the lowest-footprint solution to the problems of climate change–related food
and energy security: GHGs from agriculture and energy, the two largest source
categories in the world, would be virtually eliminated, along with supply chain
disruptions resulting from climate change itself.

The greatest energy use in indoor farming is heating. By far most large scale
indoor farming in Canada occurs in Ontario, and the largest-emitting facilities
accounted for roughly 0.64 million tons in 2019.11 If all heating were electric,
then all energy in indoor farming would be electric. This has the potential to be
virtually emissions-free, but if and only if most or all of the grid basis power is
nuclear.

Electrification-wise, the implications for CEA are identical to those for all
electric heating: the optimal situation would be to harness geothermal or air-
source energy for “baseload” temperature control, then “top up” with resistance.
Thermal storage in building mass (drywall, concrete, etc.) is economically vi-
able above a certain size threshold (2 million square feet, according to one

11 The three non-Ontario facilities, all in Delta British Columbia, collectively emitted roughly
53,000 tons. See Environment and Climate Change Canada, “Large Final Emitters Database,”
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/a8ba14b7-7f23-462a-bdbb-83b0ef629823
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commercial offering, but the cost of electricity is the driving variable).
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Data centres

Figure 5: Electricity demand from Bitcoin mining, an activity that did not
exist prior to 2009, was 110 billion kWh in 2021.

The century of data has begun! — Gilbert Strang, Introduction to
Linear Algebra, 4th Edition

THE EXPLOSION OF DATA this century has created a new industry just for stor-
ing and diseminating it. Canada is well suited for hosting data centres,

which are electricity intensive and which have significant cooling loads. Air
conditioning demand during extreme summer heat in the southern U.S., where
many large data centres are located, severely stresses grids in that part of the
world. This could create an opportunity for Canada.12

Natural Resources Canada estimated in early 2020 that data centres account
for 1 percent of Canada’s total electrical demand. Most electrical energy (60
percent) for data centres goes toward performing computations; the rest is pri-
marily for cooling. Canada’s climate makes this country an attractive data centre
location in light of the latter consideration. As demand for ever-faster compu-
tations per second increases, so does electrical load.13

That estimate was made prior to the Covid pandemic, which saw data centre
demand rise due to the informatics requirements of working from home and

12 Quebec is already a popular location for data centres, given its cheap abundant hydropower.
However, its popularity has produced so many applications for grid connections that Hydro
Quebec has had to dampen expectations with warnings about lack of generating capacity.

13 See https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/products/product-information/data-
centres/13741.
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the increase in demand for cloud services. While the precise impact of these
developments on activity in Canada has yet to be comprehensively quantified,
it is safe to say that whatever increased demand occurred as the result of the
further digitization of workplaces will be a permanent feature.

Cloud ML and Crypto: potential demand explosion The advent of cloud ser-
vices, cryptocurrency, and especially machine learning, which accounts for most
data centre computing demand, represent wildcards when it comes to forecast-
ing the electrical demand that underpins computations. Machine learing–based
tools like ChatGPT and Bard have been available to the public for barely five
months. These and similar yet-to-be-unveiled competitors could be game chang-
ers in the work place, and they represent crude Beta versions of services that
will likely see exponential growth.

And cryptocurrency, with brute force proof-of-work requirements running
into the billions of kilowatt hours per year globally, has the potential to eclipse
most data centre load. An economic category that did not even exist a decade
ago saw over US$800 billion in activity at the end of 2022,14 and crypto at
the moment is more an investment than a medium of exchange. World wide
electricity consumption related to Bitcoin alone was estimated at 110 billion
kWh in 2021;15 that would imply 12,557 MW of generation capacity running
flat out. World wide data centre energy usage was estimated to have been
between 220 and 320 billion kWh in the same year, implying 25,000 MW to
36,000 MW of capacity. If Bitcoin or similar proof-of-work currency were to
assume greater use in the world economy, electricity use related to it could
skyrocket.

This in turn could lead to growth in new “mining” operations, located in
relatively northern climates like Canada’s with low cooling costs most of the
year (in locations where the waste heat could be productively used).

As with every other source of new demand, electric grids in Canada must
have the supply to meet it. This supply must be zero emitting. Given that a
data centre is a large 24/7 load with very low tolerance for outages, it should
go without saying that the electrical supply for a data centre must be suited to
meet baseload demand.

Again, CNWC urges governments to be realistic about what really consti-
tutes a baseload supply, and plan for zero-emitting generation expansion. Data
centres and crypto mining represent pure baseload electrical demand. Nothing
other than pure baseload supply can meet it.

Recommendation CNWC recommends that Canadian governments, federal
and provincial/territorial, develop holistic, integrated strategies to make Canada
the preferred location for data warehousing and processing operations. This

14 See https://www.investopedia.com/tech/what-will-happen-bitcoin-next-decade/

15 See https://hbr.org/2021/05/how-much-energy-does-bitcoin-actually-consume
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must be based on non-emitting electricity. This electricity must be cheap and
reliable, or businesses will not locate in Canada.

Such a strategy could and should also attack heating loads that are readily
electrified.
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Financial implications

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIFICATION WOULD EXPAND the importance of municipal elec-
tric utilities, as would urban electrification. Utilities’ duties would increase to

include meeting very large locational demands. Their capital additions would
greatly increase, but so would revenue. Mobile power as a service, described
above beginning page ??, would account for a significant portion of both capital
additions and revenues.

It must be stressed again that municipal governments would experience sig-
nificant increase in demand for services. Their duties would now include those
currrently performed by fuel retailers and gas utilities. All energy the latter pro-
vide today would come from generating plants via the transmission system and
then through the distribution grid.

Of course, the revenue to pay for the energy would come from ratepayers.
But it is unlikely this transition would occur as the result of mandates. It could
only occur if current consumers of combustible fuel found an economic benefit
in electrification—that is, if electricity were priced so that it were less expensive
to use it than its combustible alternatives.

The primary combustible fuel in this category is natural gas, the price of
which is difficult to predict, but which has in recent years seen spectacular
swings in response to market and geopolitical circumstances. Price volatility
could return for this commodity, as U.S. grids transition to more intermittent
sources that require gas backup, a development that will stress gas supply in
winter. Recent and growing calls to phase out natural gas could gain traction,
which gives industrial gas users little choice but to electrify.

In this area, governments must be realistic about what could replace gas
as an industrial energy source. CNWC recommends strategic and holistic plan-
ning in government financial and energy departments/ministries, which include
industry representatives, and which take into account industrial capital require-
ments in light of realistic energy alternatives.

The CNWC recommends establishing a standard for measuring the ability of
financed equipment to meet the twin goals of providing reliable clean power
in bulk and at a cost to the end user that represents a viable alternative to
combustible fuel. The “clean” portion of the standard should aim for zero emis-
sions. The “affordable” portion should aim for at least parity with current per-
kilowatt-hour prices of combustible fuels in the targeted applications (transport
and heating).
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About the Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council

“The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear indus-
tries”

The CNWC has been the collective voice of Unionized Workers across Canada’s
Nuclear Industry for more than 27 years. Our Member Unions represent Work-
ers in uranium mines and mills, nuclear fuel fabrication, nuclear power plant
(NPP) operation and maintenance, NPP construction and refurbishment, medi-
cal isotope production, nuclear research and development, nuclear waste man-
agement and decommissioning.

The CNWC believes that nuclear power is a proven, reliable and non-GHG emit-
ting source of electricity that will continue to support our clean energy future.

All CNWC policy positions can be found at https://cnwc-cctn.ca/policy-positions/.

Bob Walker,

National Director

Content in this document was prepared for CNWC by S.E. Aplin.
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